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A summary of the Facts that Causes Minor Variations in the Fields of
Time

When particles travel faster than the speed of light, time becomes distorted.
Higher solar flux activity increases KP levels, which may be acting as a
“step down” transformer from the high solar energies that are occurring.
The results of the Emerald Tablets exercise have proven over the years
that stronger QI Energy flows during the months from August until
December, with the strongest flow in late October in the California region.
This is a time period where time imprints from the future during the exercise
become more common, especially during condition green periods.
Condition green periods are also accompanied by an increase in cosmic
rays.
Inventor Nicola Tesla theorized that cosmic rays and radio waves, when
the conditions are right, can travel faster than the speed of light.
Einstein stated that matter or waves of energy travelling faster than the
speed of light would undergo time dilation or distort time.
The increased solar flux of the sun, a time when sunspot activity is more
active, can cause radio waves to travel further and much longer distances
due to the distortion in the earth’s F1 and F2 layers.
Stone Circles have been shown to have time distortion properties. When
the sun’s solar flux levels are above 4.0 or during “condition red periods”
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and performing meditations which ground the body, in a stone circle, the
effects felt are much more profound.
Stonehenge is built to take advantage of the midsummer solstice in June,
a time of maximum sunlight and solar activity. This is also a period
where earth’s KP levels are at higher than normal levels.
In the Tao, the summer period represents the heart.
The Human heart puts out up to 10 times or more electrical activity than
the human brain.
The Heart Math exercise is used to generate a torrid field of energy by
using the energy of unconditional love. This field than creates a “time
bubble” from which emotions from the future can be detected.
This is a period where more cosmic rays are penetrating earth’s
atmosphere.

Therefore we can derive the following formula:
+ KP = + CR + FW & SW350 + S = NTB + HM + DE = FTA
Where +KP stands for an increase in KP energy after the mid summer
solstice until December.
+ CR represents an increase in cosmic rays and FW represents increased
solar flux activity or more sunspots & SW350 representing solar wind
speeds above 350 + S representing the Star Sirius rising in the east as the
Milky Way galaxy sets
=
NTB representing a natural organic time bubble formed by the higher solar
wind speeds and higher KP periods. HM represents the heart math
exercise to generate a strong torrid field, which is electromagnetically
based.
+
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DE representing represents accessing the future timeline via emotional
detection. Whereas FTA represents the listening of emotions from the
future while the field generated via the Heart Math exercise is stable.
If energy from the future is coming through more often during the fall
season, than we should be able to use techniques to clearly see further into
the future during this time period. Therefore we should be able to
assemble an exercise based on the above formula.

The Stock Scan
One exercise that works is “scan stocks” via biofeedback, by listening for
emotions from the future after having sold the stock by pretending you have
purchased and sold the stock at the end of the following day.
Another way I have been having fun experimenting with these solar
energies is using them to scan for stocks that are going to rise in the next
24 hours. I have found this works best from summer into fall. The main
energy responsible for this is the energy generated by the Heart Math
exercise. The Human heart puts out up to 10 times or more electrical
activity than the human brain. The Heart Math exercise is used to generate
a torrid field of energy by using the energy of unconditional love. This field
than creates a “time bubble” from which emotions from the future can be
detected. This is a simple exercise, that I have been successfully
researching so far:
1: As the Milky Way sets over the horizon, or the Star Sirius / Orion are
rising in the east, I perform the Heart Math exercise of unconditional love.
2: I look at a table of stocks and then visualize myself having purchased
that stock 24 hours in advance.
3: I next than see myself having sold the stock at the end of the next day.
4: If the emotions are uplifting, happy and filled with joy, I know the stock
pick is a success, if the emotions are the opposite, the pick is a failure.
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This exercise only works during Stage 1 Condition Orange periods and
some Condition Yellow periods. These are periods the KP energies are
stronger and the solar wind speed has recently risen above 350. The
results seem to be clearer still when the sun’s solar flux (or solar activity) is
at quiet or lower levels, such as during condition purple periods.
If higher KP energies are the fuel to transport our consciousness or
emotions forwards or backwards in time, than it is possibly why the
condition yellow exercise works so well. Research has shown that our
hearts can be negatively affected by higher KP levels (geomagnetic
storms), so the opposite is true, we can use our hearts to tap into the KP
field, creating a time bubble, which allows us access to emotions from the
future. This is still in the experimental stages, but so far having these 3
conditions makes it a perfect time to access the future via emotion.
1: A recent rise in KP levels.
2: The solar wind speed having risen above 350.
3: A quieter or lower solar flux period.
Additional Notes:
It appears that the longer the solar wind is at a higher speed, when the KP
is at active levels, the ability to see through time, just as the milky way is
setting over the western horizon is significantly amplified.
Other conditions that may contribute to emotional time detection include:
The sun’s south BZ
A perigee moon
Fridays
A full moon
A new moon
Condition Yellow Periods
Because this works on torrid heart based principle where a "bubble" is
formed, than different timelines must exist and are separated from each
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other by "bubbles" of concentrated energy. This means alternate futures
exist, separated by bubbles of energy fields.
If higher KP energies are the fuel to transport our consciousness or
emotions forwards or backwards in time, than it is possibly why the
condition yellow exercise works so well.
Related Articles:
How We Can Influence Earths Geomagnetic Field Using the Power of
Our Heart
http://www.ez3dbiz.com/heart_energy.html
Using The Sun As A Time Machine
http://www.ez3dbiz.com/time_portal.html

Time Slips
Time-Slip energy can also be used for healing by using the available
energy period by picturing yourself in a healing place where your body is
thriving and in perfect health.
Here is a possible method to create a time slip.
Energy Requirements:
1: A stronger solar flux from the sun (especially when the KP levels are
lower.
2: A large moving mass. This moving mass is based on Einstein’s theory
of relativity where E=MC square,
or energy and mass influence
space time. We know that time
slips occur or have occurred
when people have been in
motion or have been travelling to
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a location and they suddenly “stop”. There are also examples where a
person riding a large mass such as a locomotive experienced a time slip
after getting off the train, and people driving cars and stopping at historical
locations have also experienced time slips.
Now what besides the earth is a large mass moving close to us? The
moon of course. And it is a fact that a new moon exhibits slight gravity
anomalies because it is aligned or facing the sun when it is new. Perhaps
creating a type of gravity shielding effect.
Hauntings and ghost sightings are really a form of time slip that is
occurring, because the location where the events occurred in the past, are
coming through to the present or repeating themselves in that location over
and over like a tape recording.
Some ghost hunters have concluded that hauntings occurred most often
around new moons and also during higher solar activity, which is another
term for condition red periods.
One of the more common reported sensations is that scents or smells are
experienced during some hauntings. What is interesting is that our
research has shown that higher x-ray background radiation levels above
4.0, or during condition red periods, which is a period of higher solar flux
activity, the odors or smells become more concentrated or stronger.
At new and full moons the tides can be very high or very low. This induces
a bulge in the oceans when it occurs. This bulge I believe distorts the
mass of the earth’s oceans slightly. So perhaps just after the peak of a
high tide may help induce a time slip or can be used for healing.
So we have the basic fundamentals of a time slip. Let’s put a simple
formula together: 24 to 48 hours before or after a new moon, be in a
location where historical events have occurred in the past or there is
evidence of historical objects, such as history museum. Areas where
energy is concentrated such as a church, cave, swimming pool or train
station are favorable areas.
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Using the quantum entrainment exercise , project your will to the distant or
recent past. If you are using it for healing, than picture a time in the past
you were in perfect health. The first thing you might notice is you will start
to smell scents that once occurred in the past. Your mind may experience
sensations of distant past energy and if you listen enough you may hear
sounds. This also works well when there is a strong wind blowing. During
high winds during these periods, I have gotten to the point where I could
record voices on tape using this technique. Perhaps with enough of the
generated EU feeling you could generate a time bubble which would trigger
a time slip to the past.
Natures Time Stabilization Mechanisms
In advanced physics there is no future or past, only the present. If the
present is when time is experienced, there must be a stabilizing
mechanism holding the present together, especially when the huge mass of
the sun and moon are influencing the earth. There must be minor
fluctuations coming from these large 2 moving masses.
There are 2 periods per year when the moon influences this the most. I
theorize that new moons in Spring are bringing energy from the past to the
present to stabilize new growth and Fall just after the crescent moon,
brings energy from the future to the present to stabilize destruction to make
way for future growth. This could explain why some extinct animals
reappear from nowhere.
It may also explain why detoxing the body during the new moon is so much
more effective because stability of the body’s cells are also occurring from
new energy coming from the past to the present. A cellular “reset” you
might say. New moons are also a period where more negative ions are
present in the air. So does this mean negative ions, which are also
responsible for having healing effects also can draw some energy from the
past to the present?
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Stabilization Peaks
I believe that connecting to the past is stronger during spring because
nature always seems vibrant and new. During fall from August to October
connecting to the future is stronger because our research has shown that
the Emerald Tablets exercise shows stronger imprints coming from the
future during this time.
And if that isn’t enough, the movies back to the future also list their time
travel dates during October and November. They also mention using a
flux capacitor to travel through time and the measurement of the suns
activity is called the Sun’s solar flux.

The Biorhythms of Planet Earth
I believe that because living things each have cycles, composed of
biorhythms, earth being a living life form known as Gaia, also has
biorhythmic cycles. From my experiences of performing the Emerald
Tablets exercises over the past 6 years, I discovered the following. Here is
a quote from one of my research articles:
"On 2 occasions while performing the Emerald Tablets exercise, I
have felt my body become so light, that I thought I would literally go
flying off into outer space. I recorded these dates twice, 1 year apart
during the month of August."
Source: EZ3DBIZ.com
http://www.ez3dbiz.com/quantum_consciousness.html
After some deeper research I discovered this:
"Planet Earth has four biorhythm cycles which peak simultaneously
once every twenty years. This has occurred on August 12, 1943, 1963
and 1983 and occurred again on August 12, 2003"
Source: JoanOcean.com
http://joanocean.com/Portalopng.html
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Earth’s biorhythm cycle goes from low to high every 6 months. It begins on
august 12th, peaks in October with a low in January. And repeats with another
peak in march and low around may / June. The next peak is August of 2014 A.D.
The longest running Time Travel Science Fiction Show Dr. Who first aired
during late November in 1962, just one year before earth’s biorhythm
peak.
For those of you who may believe in the Philadelphia experiment, the
month of August was when the ships allegedly travelled through time. So if
our intuitive abilities are not bound by space or time, than earth’s biorhythm
cycle for its intuitive/intellectual cycle would be the month of August.
Therefore the opposite of intuition is emotion. So 6 months from August is
February. So this would be earth’s biorhythm cycle for its emotional
biorhythm period. August happens to be the time condition greens peak,
and February happens to be a time condition blue starts peaking.
Therefore perhaps the earth speaks to us through our subconscious more
often during August.

Emotion and Time
I remember in my early years of business, I would tithe or donate business
funds or supplies to local schools. I would do this to about a dozen schools
in my community over a period of weeks each month. This taught me the
value of giving back. Well I discovered after doing this for a period of years
that when I gave to schools in particular locations which were situated
directly across from cemeteries, the law of return from giving was
substantially amplified or increased than from other districts.
As we all know when you give back you receive in return, however in my
case, a peak in business within the 2 week period of giving to the schools
that were across from cemeteries yielded a far greater return in business
than other locations.
I finally figured out why this was. It is because cemeteries are historical
concentrated places of emotional energy. The historical emotional
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energy is stronger at some points than at others. This explains why bands
who record CD’s, have a surge in sales when they are first released, or
movies do their best when they first come out, not because people think it
is new, but because people are attracted to the emotional energy that has
been generated during the recording of the song, or the making of the
movie.

Time slips into the Future
As mentioned previously, if energy from the future is coming through more
often during the fall season, than we should be able to use techniques to
clearly see further into the future during this time period. Another Time Slip
exercise I have been experimenting with over the past few years, and
which works exceptionally well from July until about November is to “scan
stocks” via biofeedback, by listening for emotions from the future after
having sold the stock by pretending I have purchased and sold the stock.
This is how I Do it:
1: As the Milky Way sets over the horizon, or the Star Sirius / Orion are
rising in the east, I perform the Heart Math exercise of unconditional love.
I than visualize myself having purchased that stock 24 hours in advance. I
next than see myself having sold the stock at the end of the next day. If the
emotions are uplifting, happy and filled with joy, I know the stock pick is a
success, if the emotions are the opposite, the pick is a failure. This
exercise only works during Stage 1 Condition Orange periods when KP
energies are stronger. If higher KP energies are the fuel to transport our
consciousness or emotions forwards or backwards in time, than it is
possibly why the condition yellow exercise works so well.
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Time slips and Stone Circles
I sometimes meditate in a
stone circle, and have noticed
that when the Solar flux levels
are above 4.0 or during a
condition red period the results
from meditating are much
stronger. Could stone circles
be slowing down time?,
perhaps the stones acting as a
shield against the flowing
atoms of time?
Further Reading:
Time slips and Stone Circles
The Stonehenge Circle and the Moon

Could Intuition or Emotion Be Helping Some People Alter Gravity?
So what is another method we can use to determine the influence of gravity
affecting space time locally? Let's take the world of weight lifting, which is
a large mass that generates pressure that at the microscopic level may be
affecting space time. Because we know that August is the month where
earth's biorhythm peaks and that intuition is not limited by space and time,
therefore, if a weight lifter’s intuitive biorhythm is at their peak, they should
experience positive results.
A Google search for Weight Lifter + Biorhythm shows many research
studies proving this.
Additional Resources researching Biorhythms and Athletes:
http://www.angelfire.com/oh5/waltmaken/WeightliftingBiorhythms.html
An excellent book is Biorhythms and the Weightlifter for Defying
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Gravity - Bill Starr available at:
http://www.scribd.com/doc/97220394/6/Biorhythms-and-the-Weightlifter
Because August is the month where earth's biorhythm peaks, there should
be world records set during this month. Which this research also confirms:
“The greatest weight lifted with the human tongue was12.5 kg (27 lb 8.96
oz) by Mr. Thomas Blackthorne (UK). He lifted the weight hooked through
his tongue on the set of El Show Olímpico, in Mexico City, Mexico, on the
date of 1 August 2008”
Source: Guinness World Records
http://www.guinnessworldrecords.com/heaviest-weight-lifted-by-tongue/
This anomaly has also been scientifically confirmed:
"The average variability in Earth’s gravity field during August 2002
varied compared to the yearly average of 2001."
Source: Earth Observatory
http://earthobservatory.nasa.gov/Features/GRACE/page3.php
Perhaps world records are set because the local region absorbs and
imprints this emotional / intuitive energy from repetitive acts, releasing itself
at the right time through intention, helping to achieve positive results. This
would mean that intention may be a result of previous acts of
intuition/intellectual efforts.
Further Reading:
Biorhythms Ride Your Way to Success by Iron Man Magazine
http://www.ironmanmagazine.com/biorythms-ride-your-strength-wave-tosuccess/
Defying Gravity: How to Win at Weightlifting
http://aasgaardco.com/store/store.php?crn=199&rn=294&action=show_det
ail
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Another peak period I have noticed is during condition blue periods, when
the solar flux is higher, and there is a favorable intuitive biorhythm
occurring, especially during august, intuitive and abilities are greatly
sharpened. And during March/April, the power of intention is greatly
enhanced. So this means that emotions may also be coming from the past
through time, perhaps events from major disasters affect the emotions of
us in the present, and they travel stronger through time during condition red
periods, only if we let them affect us. This could explain why depression is
more common during higher KP periods, which is also a period of
increased hauntings/time slips.
Much of this paper is theory, written based on past experiences, as well as
connecting the dots from others who have experienced timeslips, by
examining times lips, we can gain valuable insight to how our planet heals
itself, as well as how we can also use this energy to heal ourselves.
New Material Added September 11th, 2013.

Did the Perseids meteor shower seed or begin life on earth as we
know it?
“Over 15 amino acids (some of the basic components of life) have been identified in the
meteorite. All the amino acids found in the Murchison meteorite have been synthesized
in laboratory experiments by the action of electric discharge on a mixture of methane,
nitrogen, and water with traces of ammonia.”
Quote: Wikipedia
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Murchison_(meteorite)

The Perseids are a prolific meteor shower associated with the comet SwiftTuttle. The Perseids are so-called because the point from which they
appear to come, called the radiant, lies in the constellation Perseus.
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Taurus happens to lay very close
to Orion. When HeartMath is
performed when Orion is rising in
the east, the ability for
precognition is greater.
So what happens if we Google
Perseus + Time Travel or
Perseus + Time Machine?
We get all sorts of interesting
articles, fiction and other good
written material. So let’s put it all together, if we want to build a working
time machine, all we need to do is compress the energy coming from this
part of the galaxy into a small confined space. When this energy reaches a
critical mass, it causes time distortions. This already has been done with
the Philadelphia Experiment using radio waves, and when the Emerald
Tablets exercise is performed, it causes significant levitative effects to
occur during the month of August. This causes an accelerated erasure of
pains and aches and helps swiftly heal the body due to the beneficial time
distortion that occurs.
Because light emits radio waves, there is an excellent article titled: Light as
a Cosmic Time Machine available from the PBS website discussing this
further at the following address:
http://www.pbs.org/seeinginthedark/astronomy-topics/light-as-a-cosmictime-machine.html
The key here is that the Perseids Meteor Shower begins from mid-July
each year, with the peak in activity between 9 and 14 August
Source: Wikipedia
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Perseids
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Planet Earth has four biorhythm cycles which peak simultaneously
once every twenty years. This has occurred on August 12, 1943, 1963
and 1983 and occurred again on August 12, 2003"
Source: JoanOcean.com
http://joanocean.com/Portalopng.html
The Philadelphia Experiment: First tests were in July, 1943 with serious
personnel problems resulting. The final test - 12 August 1943 - was an
utter disaster to ship and crew. The ship survived after its return to normal
time and location in the Philadelphia harbor.
Source:
http://www.bibliotecapleyades.net/ciencia/time_travel/esp_ciencia_timetrav
el08a.htm
The time 13:30 LST Time is when the Milky Way Sets over the Horizon. If
you are in Washington D.C. during July each year, the Milky Way Galaxy
sets in the west at 13:30 hours LST Time. This has been scientifically
proven to be one of the most accurate times to see through time. Also
called Remote Viewing.
http://www.remoteviewers.com/htms/updated/info/general_rv/sidereal.htm
As far as pre-cognition is concerned peaks occur when a person’s intuitive
biorhythm is peaking. This energy can be used for the following:
Energy/Emotions from the Future to the Present: The first 6 to 12 hours
of increased KP levels, Condition Oranges and Yellows, Low Solar Flux
Activity, perigee moons, Recent or South IMF (or BZ), New Moon.
Energy/Emotions from the Past to the Present: Higher Solar Flux
Activity, Low KP levels, Apogee Moons, North IMF (or BZ), Full Moons.
Aries/Taurus/Orion/Sirius, Rising Sunspots, Higher Solar Flux = Transmit
Energy
Scorpio/Sagittarius /Cygnus, Vega, Lower Sunspots, Lower Solar Flux =
Receive Energy
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Fast Fact: Higher KP Energy dissolves the distance between gaps in timespace.
This would mean that outer space goes through “KP Storms” also known as the
Birkland Currents.
“Birkeland suggested that the horizontal currents were connected to outer space
by a system of currents flowing up and down along the geomagnetic field lines”
Source: Harvard Astrophysics
http://adsabs.harvard.edu/full/1988Ap%26SS.144..155P
Ref:
Birkeland Currents in Earth's Magnetosphere
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